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Key points 

 

 Mars’ magnetotail can be twisted up to 60° away from its expected location based 

on IMF draping, much greater than Earth’s tail twist. 

 MAVEN observations show that Mars’ tail exhibits larger twisting for +BY IMF 

orientation, compared to -BY IMF. 

 Mars crustal magnetic fields may play a significant role in shaping the twisted 

structure of the Martian magnetotail. 

 

Abstract 

The Martian magnetotail exhibits a highly twisted configuration, shifting in response to 

changes in polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field’s (IMF) dawn-dusk (BY) 

component. Here, we analyze ~6000 MAVEN orbits to quantify the degree of magnetotail 

twisting (Twist) and assess variations as a function of 1) strong planetary crustal field 

location, 2) Mars season, and 3) downtail distance. The results demonstrate that Twist is 

larger for a duskward (+BY) IMF orientation a majority of the time. This preference is likely 

due to the local orientation of crustal magnetic fields across the surface of Mars, where a 

+BY IMF orientation presents ideal conditions for magnetic reconnection to occur. 

Additionally, we observe an increase in Twist with downtail distance, similar to Earth’s 

magnetotail. These findings suggest that coupling between the IMF and moderate-to-weak 

crustal field regions may play a major role in determining the magnetospheric structure at 

Mars. 
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Plain Language Summary 

MAVEN magnetic field data are analyzed to understand factors that may influence the 

magnetotail structure at Mars. The Martian magnetotail lobes are observed to be twisted 

and the degree of this twist can vary. In this work, we calculate the degree of tail twist and 

monitor how it changes. To understand how the twist changes, we examine these variations 

as a function of Mars crustal field location, Mars season, and downtail distance away from 

Mars.  
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1. Introduction 

The magnetic environment of Mars exhibits characteristics similar to both induced and 

intrinsic planetary magnetospheres. The elongated Martian magnetotail, created through 

the solar wind-planetary interaction, is comprised of a combination of planetary crustal 

magnetic fields [Acuna et al, 1998, 1999; Connerney et al., 2005] and the draped 

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Yeroshenko et al., 1990; Crider et al., 2004; 

Romanelli et al., 2015]. This unique amalgamation of crustal fields and IMF suggests that 

the Martian magnetotail structure and dynamics are likely distinct from that of induced 

magnetospheres (e.g., Venus) or intrinsic magnetospheres (e.g., Earth), but rather in a 

category of their own, as first suggested by Dubinin et al. [1980]. Recent investigations of 

the Martian magnetotail have indicated just that – the tail is best described to be a hybrid 

regime exhibiting features and field topologies observed in both induced and intrinsic 

magnetospheres [Luhmann et al., 2015; DiBraccio et al., 2018; Dubinin et al., 2017]. 

The magnetotail of Mars experiences ubiquitous plasma features such as magnetic 

reconnection [Eastwood et al., 2008; Halekas et al., 2009; Harada et al., 2015, 2017; Ma 

et al., 2018] and reconnection-driven particle acceleration [Harada et al., 2020]. Particles 

have also been observed to undergo acceleration due to magnetic shear stresses imposed 

by the draped IMF [Dubinin et al., 1993]. Current sheets have been observed throughout 

the magnetotail [Halekas et al., 2006; Artemyev et al., 2017; Grigorenko et al., 2019], 

exhibiting flapping motions [DiBraccio et al., 2017] and quasi-adiabatic ion 

dynamics [Grigorenko et al., 2017]. Magnetic flux ropes are common structures [Brain et 

al., 2010a; Briggs et al., 2011; Eastwood et al., 2012; DiBraccio et al., 2015; Hara et al., 

2014, 2015] that may be formed either within the tail current sheet or in the ionosphere 
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[Hara et al., 2017; Bowers et al., 2021]. The Martian magnetotail also serves as a major 

pathway for atmospheric escape (e.g., Brain et al. [2010b], Lundin [2011], Dubinin et al. 

[2011, 2021], Halekas et al. [2016], Dong et al. [2017]). 

Earlier investigations at Mars have explored the structure of the tail and predicted a 

deviation from the canonical depiction that includes only crustal fields and draped IMF 

(e.g., Mitchell et al. [2001], Brain et al. [2003], Ma et al. [2004], Luhmann et al. [2015]). 

Instead, it was suggested that the tail is comprised of three magnetic field topologies: 1) 

closed, with both ends attached to the planet; 2) open, with one end attached to the planet 

and the other connected to the solar wind; and 3) draped, with both ends in the solar wind. 

The open fields are a result of magnetic reconnection occurring between the draped IMF 

and closed crustal magnetic fields. Studies utilizing Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 

EvolutioN (MAVEN) magnetic field and electron measurements have confirmed these 

three field topologies and mapped their occurrence throughout the magnetosphere [Xu et 

al., 2016, 2019; Weber et al., 2017]. Furthermore, the observed magnetic field topology 

within the tail has been reported to change as a function of solar wind pressure [Weber et 

al., 2019] and IMF direction [Xu et al., 2020] due to the occurrence of magnetic 

reconnection between the closed crustal fields and open fields draped around the planet 

[Weber et al., 2020].  

Numerical simulations have played an essential role in interpreting the observations of 

Mars’ complex magnetosphere. In addition to reproducing the average magnetotail field 

geometry [Ulusen et al., 2016; DiBraccio et al., 2018] and topology [Xu et al., 2017a, 

2017b], time-dependent versions have been used to visualize how the observed dynamics 

are partly driven by planetary rotation, which constantly changes the crustal field 
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orientation in the solar wind interaction, as well as the temporal variations in the external 

conditions (IMF and solar wind pressure) [Ma et al., 2015; Modolo et al., 2012; Romanelli 

et al., 2018]. 

The MAVEN data-model comparisons by DiBraccio et al. [2018] clearly revealed the 

IMF orientation-dependent twisted magnetotail lobe configuration that supports the hybrid 

magnetosphere structure concept. This analysis utilized MAVEN data, along with 

magnetohydrodynamic simulations, and confirmed that the Martian magnetotail lobes 

exhibit a twist away from the nominal location expected from draped IMF alone. This twist 

was observed and modeled to change as a function of IMF BY. DiBraccio et al. [2018] 

showed that the twist results from the contributions of the open magnetic fields, suggesting 

that magnetic reconnection between the crustal fields and upstream IMF plays a role in 

driving the tail twist at Mars. However, the exact mechanism responsible for producing 

this Mars magnetotail twist remains to be established. 

With additional in situ data available from the MAVEN spacecraft [Jakosky et al., 2015], 

it is now possible to perform a statistical study to assess factors in the Martian environment 

that may be contributing to the tail twist at Mars. In this study, we follow the data analysis 

methodologies implemented by DiBraccio et al. [2018] to examine the degree of 

magnetotail twisting at Mars as a function of 1) the location of the strong planetary crustal 

fields, 2) Mars season, and 3) downtail distance away from the planet. The implications of 

these findings contribute to our knowledge of the magnetotail structure, which impacts the 

ability of the Martian atmosphere to escape to space and enhances our understanding of 

sun-planetary interactions. 
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2. MAVEN Data and Methodology 

This investigation utilizes five years of MAVEN magnetic field and plasma data from 

November 2014 through November 2019, presented in Mars solar orbital (MSO) 

coordinates: XMSO is directed from the center of the planet to the center of the Sun, ZMSO is 

perpendicular to the planet’s orbital plane, and YMSO completes the right-handed system. 

MAVEN’s Magnetometer (MAG) [Connerney et al., 2015] samples the local magnetic 

environment at Mars with a maximum rate of 32 vectors s-1. The Solar Wind Ion Analyzer 

(SWIA) [Halekas et al., 2015] provides measurements of ion distributions over an energy 

range of 25 eV to 25 keV at cadences up to 4 s. 

To select events for this study, we identify orbits with pristine in situ solar wind 

measurements using the algorithm developed by Halekas et al. [2017], which combines 

SWIA and MAG observations upstream of the bow shock (see description in Halekas et al. 

[2017] and implementation in DiBraccio et al. [2018]). The orbits resulting from this 

algorithmic survey provide a conservative collection of periods with stable IMF, as it omits 

periods of increased foreshock activity. Direct upstream measurements, however, are not 

always available due to MAVEN’s orbital precession. To augment the catalog of orbits, 

we employ the Ruhunusiri et al. [2018] method for inferring solar wind proxies during 

periods when in situ IMF observations were not available. This technique implements an 

artificial neural network to infer proxies of solar wind ion density, speed, and temperature, 

along with IMF direction and magnitude, from spacecraft measurements within the 

magnetosheath. The Ruhunusiri et al. [2018] solar wind proxies exhibit smaller 

uncertainties for IMF orientations with higher occurrence rates and has demonstrated that 
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orientations with large statistics have uncertainties on the order of 30°, which is more than 

sufficient for this investigation. 

To accept an orbit for analysis in this study, we require that measurements of both the 

IMF, either in situ or by proxy, and the Martian magnetotail were available for a given 

orbit and utilize these observations from the same orbit. MAVEN’s orbital period is ~4 hr, 

which implies that the time between IMF and magnetotail measurements is within ~1-2 hr. 

This timescale is within the period that Marquette et al. [2018] found the IMF cone and 

clock angles to be moderate-to-strongly autocorrelated, based on their analysis of MAVEN 

solar wind observations. Here, we define the tail as measurements occurring at a downtail 

distance of XMSO ≤ -1 RM (where RM is the radius of Mars, or ~3997 km), which includes 

data from the surface of Mars on the nightside to the farthest downtail distances covered 

by MAVEN. There were no initial restrictions in the YMSO and ZMSO directions for event 

selection; however, spatial constraints are later applied, as explained in Section 2.2. To 

characterize the orientation of magnetic fields within the magnetotail, 30-s averages are 

calculated from the full resolution MAG data. 

By augmenting the dataset with nearly two more years of MAVEN measurements, plus 

the new inclusion of solar wind proxies, we have accepted a total of 5940 orbits. This is 

more than four times the number of orbits analyzed in the original DiBraccio et al. [2018] 

investigation. Of these orbits, 2865 events (~48%) utilize direct IMF observations, while 

3075 orbits (~52%) leverage IMF proxy information. 

 

2.1 Statistical Analysis 
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The selected 5940 orbits are first analyzed using magnetic maps, which are created by 

normalizing BX with respect to the local total field magnitude, BX/B, and then averaging 

this normalized value over all orbits in 0.1 RM  0.1 RM bins (see description and 

implementation in DiBraccio et al. [2018]). These maps display the average, normalized 

BX component of the magnetic field in the tail, projected into the YMSO-ZMSO plane. The 

IMF BY component was observed to have the most significant influence on tail twisting 

patterns [DiBraccio et al., 2018], therefore, the magnetic maps are constructed as a function 

of IMF BY polarity. 

A comparison between magnetic maps from DiBraccio et al. [2018] and the orbits 

selected in this current investigation is displayed in Figure 1. The maps demonstrate 

improved coverage throughout the Martian magnetotail, thanks to the additional orbits. 

Both maps in Figure 1c and 1d contain more than 2500 orbits, with more than 200 orbits 

per bin, on average. Furthermore, the updated magnetic maps in Figures 1c and 1d continue 

to display the twisted tail configuration, changing as a function of IMF BY direction. With 

respect to the XMSO axis, the tail lobes are twisted in the counterclockwise and clockwise 

directions from their nominal draping pattern for +BY and -BY IMF, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Magnetic maps of the normalized, average BX component in the Martian 

magnetotail, separated for +BY IMF (left column) and -BY IMF (right column) cases. The 

maps are projections in the YMSO-ZMSO plane, as viewed from the magnetotail looking 

towards Mars. Red sectors, +BX/B, represent the sunward tail lobes, while blue sectors, -

BX/B, represent the antisunward tail lobes. The black circle represents Mars. a) and b) show 

the original results and coverage from DiBraccio et al. [2018], while c) and d) display the 

updated maps from this present study.  

 

2.2 Quantifying the Tail Twist 

To assess changes in the Martian tail twist, we establish a technique for quantifying the 

degree of tail twisting. The first step in evaluating the angle at which the tail lobes have 

twisted away from their expected nominal draping pattern, Twist, is to determine the center 

of each lobe on a magnetic map. This is done by calculating the center of the area composed 
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of red bins (+BX/B) and blue bins (-BX/B) for the sunward and antisunward lobes, 

respectively (green dots in Figures 2a and 2b). The centers of the red and blue lobes are 

determined by computing the geometric centroid of the red/blue regions where each bin is 

assigned the same weight to focus on the spatial extent of the lobes rather than areas of 

intensity. Note that the determination of the lobe centers relies on the analysis of a large 

data set and is not based on the current sheet location. Next, we determine the lobe vector 

between these two points, identified by the green arrow in Figures 2a and 2b. The lobe 

vector’s initial and terminal points are defined as the center of the sunward (+BX/B) and 

antisunward (-BX/B) lobes, respectively. This vector is roughly perpendicular to the 

average current sheet location, indicated by the white region separating the two lobes in 

the magnetic maps. If no tail twisting is observed, the green lobe vector would align with 

the black IMF vector, which is the expected lobe location based on draped IMF following 

the Parker spiral model [Parker, 1958]. Specifically, Twist is defined as the angle between 

the observed lobe vector (green arrow) and the expected draped lobe vector (black) as 

illustrated in Figure 2.  

The twist angle is dependent on the spatial extent of the tail lobes in the YMSO-ZMSO 

plane. Because the dataset selected in this study includes all measurements in the 

magnetotail when IMF information was available, it inevitably incorporates measurements 

outside of the tail lobes within the downtail magnetosheath. Therefore, we omit the 

magnetosheath data and examine how Twist changes when implementing various spatial 

restrictions to define the tail lobes. To do this, we calculate Twist over four spatial 

constraints in the YMSO-ZMSO plane. These are displayed as concentric circles in Figure 2c 

and 2d and defined as follows: 1) 1.00-RM radius (i.e., the optical wake); 2) 1.25-RM radius; 
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3) 1.50-RM radius and 4) a ~1.96-RM radius, which is the nominal location of the induced 

magnetopause boundary (IMB) at a downtail distance of XMSO = -1.50 RM [Vignes et al., 

2000]. 

A comparison of the lobe centers based on the four concentric regimes in Figure 2c and 

2d demonstrate minimal variability in Twist. Therefore, we choose to implement the spatial 

restriction of 1.50-RM radius in the YMSO-ZMSO plane (blue circle, Figures 2c and 2d) for the 

remainder of the analysis. This selection ensures that sufficient data are included, while 

applying a more conservative restriction than the radius based on the average IMB location, 

which could include magnetosheath IMF during periods of magnetospheric compression. 

Finally, to ensure adequate coverage, we set a requirement that ≥85% of the bins within 

this 1.50-RM radius must include data to accept a given magnetic map in this study. This 

requirement was also tested using thresholds of 80% and 90% coverage. The overall results 

did not vary significantly when changing this threshold, however, we made the decision to 

require 85% coverage to stay conservative while avoiding unnecessary data gaps 

introduced by the more extreme limit of 90% coverage. 

To summarize the steps in this analysis, the following procedure is applied beyond the 

original analysis of DiBraccio et al. [2018] to calculate Twist and further assess the factors 

influencing the tail twist at Mars as a function of ±BY IMF: 

1. Implement a spatial constraint using a radius of 1.50 RM in the YMSO-ZMSO plane 

to generate magnetic maps and analyze data within the magnetotail. 

2. Only accept magnetic maps with data coverage in ≥85% of the bins, omitting 

any maps with less coverage. 
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3. Calculate the lobe centers of the observed BX tail lobes and define the lobe 

vector described by these centers (green vectors in Figures 2a and 2b). 

4. Define the expected draped lobe vector based on typical IMF BY conditions 

(black vectors in Figures 2a and 2b). 

5. Evaluate the degree of tail twist for a given magnetic map by calculating the 

angle, Twist, between the observed and predicted lobe vectors. 

Following these five steps, the magnetic maps and resulting Twist values are statistically 

analyzed as a function of strong crustal field location, Mars season, and downtail distance 

from the planet. Variances in Twist values would result from utilizing an alternative method 

for calculating the lobe centers or implementing different restrictions for spatial constraints 

and data data coverage. 
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Figure 2. An example of magnetic maps generated with a 1.50-RM radius spatial constraint 

(outer black circle) for (a) +BY and (b) -BY IMF. Green dots represent the centers of each 

lobe. The lobe vector (green vector) identifies the actual tail lobe location compared with 

the expected draped lobe location based on IMF draping (black vector). Twist is highlighted 

as the thick black arc between the vectors. Colored concentric circles and dots represent 

the spatial constraints and resulting lobe centers, respectively, that were tested for (c) +BY 

and (d) -BY IMF using radii of 1.00 RM (black), 1.25 RM (red), 1.50 RM (blue), and ~1.96 

RM (yellow). 

 

3. Results: Magnetotail Twist Dependencies 

Magnetic maps are generated to assess the level of Mars tail twisting as a function of 1) 

strong crustal field location, 2) Mars season, and 3) downtail distance from the planet. For 

each of these three parameters, we study variations in the tail twist by repeatedly 
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calculating Twist using a sliding interval to advance through the entire parameter space, as 

described in detail below. 

 

3.1 Dependency on Crustal Field Location 

In this study, the influence of the Martian crustal fields is determined by the location of 

the strongest sources, denoted at 180 E longitude, in local time (LT) when MAVEN 

reached its furthest downtail distance along the XMSO axis for a given orbit. The histograms 

in Figure 3a demonstrate the crustal field LT sampling frequency included in this 

investigation. 

Individual magnetic maps are created over 4-h intervals in LT with a sliding window 

over 1-h increments to provide complete coverage of the full 24-h period. This analysis 

generates a total of 24 maps and corresponding Twist calculations for both +BY and -BY 

IMF. The resulting Twist values are displayed in Figure 3d where the points on the 

scatterplot are located at the midpoint of the interval used to calculate Twist. 

This analysis reveals that when the strong crustal fields are located on the dayside, close 

to noon (1200 LT), a peak in tail twisting is observed for a -BY IMF orientation. When 

strong crustal fields are in the post-noon, pre-midnight sector, similar trends are observed 

in +BY and -BY IMF. These trends include a decrease in Twist from day to dusk (1200-1800 

LT), reaching a local minimum of <15 at dusk, followed by an increase between dusk to 

midnight (1800-2400 UT). In the post-midnight, pre-noon sector, the trends between +BY 

and -BY IMF diverge. Results indicate that the tail twist remains larger for +BY IMF, with 

values between 40-60, while -BY IMF shows a comparative decrease in Twist as it remains 

<40. 
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Figure 3. Histograms demonstrating the sampling frequency of the MAVEN orbits 

included in this study based on (a) strong crustal field location, (b) northern hemisphere 

season, and (c) downtail distance for +BY (yellow) and -BY (gray stripe) IMF. Scatterplots 

reveal changes in calculated Twist values as a function of (d) strong crustal field location, 

(e) northern hemisphere season, and (f) downtail distance for +BY (yellow circles) and -BY 

(gray squares) IMF. 

 

3.2 Dependency on Mars Season 

Seasonal variations in magnetotail twisting are determined by calculating Twist as a 

function of Martian solar longitude (LS). Here, LS values are determined on an orbit-by-

orbit basis. The sampling frequency of MAVEN orbits included in this study (Figure 3b) 

demonstrates a higher coverage between LS ~ 0-180, encompassing northern spring and 

northern summer; however, coverage between IMF orientations is comparable. 
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Impacts of Mars season are studied by generating magnetic maps over LS intervals of 

90 with a 10 sliding window for complete coverage over the Martian year (LS ~ 0-360). 

This results in a total of 36 magnetic maps, and corresponding Twist calculations, for both 

+BY and -BY IMF. The variations in tail twist as a function of LS are displayed in Figure 3e 

for ±BY IMF. Gaps are evident for LS ~ 160-290 because the magnetic maps did not meet 

the 85% bin coverage criterion, likely due to decreased coverage displayed in Figure 3b. 

The results demonstrate that from northern spring through northern autumn (LS ~ 0-

160), Twist is greater for +BY IMF. The +BY IMF values remain between 40-55 while -

BY IMF calculations are <45 with more than half at <20. Additionally, Twist is relatively 

constant for +BY IMF during this interval while -BY IMF experiences a significant decrease 

around northern summer. With limited information between northern autumn and northern 

winter (LS ~ 180-360), Figure 3e suggests that the two curves may converge; however, 

additional data are needed to definitively determine this. Following the gap, both ±BY IMF 

orientations present an increase in Twist between northern winter and northern spring (LS 

~ 300-360). 

 

3.3 Dependency on Downtail Distance 

To examine the Martian magnetotail twist as a function of downtail distance, we assess 

changes in Twist between XMSO values of -1.00 RM to -2.81 RM, the latter being the furthest 

distance sampled by MAVEN in this study. The sampling frequency along XMSO (Figure 

3c) has a modestly higher rate closer to the planet that remains relatively steady before 

decreasing at distances  -2.00 RM. This drop off at further downtail distances is expected 

due to MAVEN’s orbital precession, which naturally offers greater coverage closer to the 
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planet. The orbits included here provide comparable downtail coverage for both IMF 

configurations. 

To determine whether the degree of tail twist changes as a function of distance from the 

Mars, magnetic maps are created from 0.6-RM thick slices in the YMSO-ZMSO along the XMSO 

axis. Using a sliding window interval of 0.05 RM, complete coverage is achieved over the 

-1.00 RM  XMSO  -2.81 RM range. This results in a total of 36 magnetic maps, and 

corresponding Twist calculations, for both +BY and -BY IMF. Data gaps are present in 

Figure 3f for XMSO  -2.65 RM in the +BY IMF case and XMSO  -2.55 RM for the -BY IMF 

case due to decreased coverage (Figure 3c), causing the magnetic maps coverage to miss 

the 85% requirement. 

The results demonstrate similar trends in Twist as a function of downtail distance for 

both IMF configurations; however, the +BY IMF orientation experiences larger Twist values. 

In both cases, Twist initially decreases and then steadily increases with distance from Mars 

between XMSO ~ -1.60 RM to ~ -2.40 RM. The initial decrease may be due to the influence 

of the closed crustal magnetic fields in this region close to the planet. The subsequent 

increase occurs at similar rates for ±BY IMF, but Twist increases from 25 to 55 for + BY 

IMF while the -BY IMF case rises from <5 to 45. The increasing trend in Twist tapers off 

for both IMF directions near XMSO ~ -2.50 RM, which could be due to the lower frequency 

of MAVEN orbits further downtail. 

 

4. Discussion  

Motivated by the initial investigation of the Martian magnetotail twist by DiBraccio et 

al. [2018], we present statistical results to explore dependencies of this tail twist using an 
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augmented MAVEN data set. The results provide further insight to the processes driving 

magnetospheric dynamics at Mars, influencing the twisted tail. Each of the three factors 

explored in Section 3 have been examined individually, although the tail twist is likely 

influenced by a combination of these parameters. The interplay between these three 

parameters and their effect on Mars tail twist may be explored in the future as increased 

statistics allow. 

The analysis based on crustal field location, and variation in the twisting angles 

presented in Figure 3d, demonstrates that the IMF-crustal field interaction plays a role in 

the degree of tail twisting and that we must consider changes in geometry of the local 

planetary crustal magnetic field vectors as they rotate. Magnetic reconnection is likely to 

occur when a large shear is present between the IMF and crustal fields, allowing the fields 

to couple and change topology. It is also possible for component magnetic reconnection to 

occur when a low shear between the IMF and crustal fields exists, but this may happen less 

frequently and generally requires a nearly equivalent field strength on either side of the 

reconnection region [Sonnerup, 1974]. 

The observed peak in Twist when the strongest crustal fields were located at ~1200 LT 

(Figure 3d) suggests a preference for reconnection to occur for a -BY-oriented IMF, likely 

due to the orientation of the underlying strong crustal fields. However, when these strong 

crustal fields are in the post-midnight sector (0000-0600 LT), larger values in Twist for a 

+BY-oriented IMF implies that the orientation of the moderate-to-weak crustal sources on 

the dayside favor this IMF configuration for reconnection to occur. Overall, these changes 

in Twist as a function of strong crustal field location suggest that varying crustal field 

geometries and orientations across the surface of Mars changes the preferred dayside IMF 
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orientation for magnetic reconnection to occur and Twist to increase. The crustal field 

orientations away from the strong field region are more likely to reconnect with a +BY IMF, 

while the orientation of the strong crustal fields is less likely. 

A preference for +BY IMF orientation in generating larger Twist values is also observed 

in the results based on seasonal effects (Figure 3e) and downtail distance (Figure 3f). 

Significantly larger degrees of tail twist are observed for +BY IMF, compared to -BY IMF, 

during northern summer when the northern hemisphere directly interacts with the solar 

wind and the strong crustal fields are tilted away from the subsolar point. This trend 

suggests that the solar wind-Mars interaction may be heavily influenced by the interplay 

with the moderate-to-weak crustal fields and +BY IMF. Future studies investigating trends 

of crustal field-IMF dayside interactions are needed to confirm this preference for IMF 

direction and influence on the overall magnetosphere structure. 

As an alternative to the theory that solar wind-crustal field interactions are responsible 

for generating the magnetotail twist at Mars, Ramstad et al. [2020] mapped the global 

current system of the Martian magnetosphere and identified asymmetric sunward currents, 

unrelated to the crustal fields. If this current system is responsible for generating Mars’s 

tail twist, then it would also be observed at Venus. In fact, Dubinin et al. [2014a] and 

Dubinin et al. [2014b] observed a difference in magnetic structures within the ionospheres 

of Venus and Mars, respectively, based on the direction of IMF BY. Both studies concluded 

that collisional effects decoupling ion and electron motion in the ionosphere are responsible 

for introducing hemispherical asymmetries in electric currents that change as a function of 

IMF direction. Asymmetries were also observed in the magnetosheath flow [Dubinin et al., 

2018; Romanelli et al., 2020] and in the IMF draping pattern around Mars [Brain et al., 
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2006; Romanelli et al., 2015]. The latter was determined to be a result of field lines 

wrapping around Mars and propagating based on the direction of the solar wind motional 

electric field [Dubinin et al., 2019]. Although these asymmetries are present at Venus and 

Mars, the interplay between the draped IMF, current system structure, and magnetic 

reconnection must be considered to determine whether this tail twist is driven more by 

induced- or intrinsic-magnetosphere dynamics. 

At Earth, extensive studies have been performed over the last four decades to investigate 

the cause of magnetotail twisting (e.g., Cowley [1981], Sibeck et al. [1985], Kaymaz et al. 

[1994], Khurana et al. [1996], Tenfjord et al. [2015], Xiao et al. [2016]). Statistics have 

determined that Earth’s tail twist has typical values < 10° (see Table 2 in Kaymaz et al. 

[1994]), which is much smaller than the values reported here for Mars. Furthermore, 

several investigations have revealed that the Earth’s magnetotail exhibits a larger degree 

of tail twisting under +BY IMF conditions [Kaymaz et al., 1994; Owen et al., 1995; 

Pitkänen et al., 2021], similar to the trends observed at Mars. While many theories exist to 

explain the magnetotail twist at Earth the exact cause remains to be proven. A theory by 

Cowley [1981], suggests that dayside magnetic reconnection generates open field lines that 

exert a torque on the magnetotail lobes and rotate the current sheet. Tenfjord et al. [2015] 

considers that magnetic flux may be asymmetrically added to the tail lobes, resulting from 

patterns of reconnection located on the dayside magnetopause. 

The similarities that have been observed between Mars and both Earth and Venus, 

demonstrates that further analyses are needed to understand which mechanisms and 

dynamics are generating the magnetotail twist. That is, we must explore whether intrinsic 

magnetosphere processes (i.e., dayside reconnection) versus induced magnetosphere 
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mechanisms (i.e., IMF draping and asymmetric current systems) play a larger role in the 

hybrid magnetosphere of Mars. Future investigations will utilize data available at Mercury 

and Venus to further explore whether magnetotail twisting is present at other intrinsic and 

induced magnetospheres to better understand the processes responsible for shaping the 

structure and dynamics of the Mars space environment. 
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